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Fixed imaging systems using visible light cameras typically meet the security needs of
conventional facilities that are concerned primarily with asset protection. Facilities where
enhanced security needs are both to protect the facility and the theft of valuable assets may
choose to use thermal imaging Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) cameras in addition to
visible light cameras. These FLIR cameras provide a "hot" target in very low light conditions
or when camouflaged as well as the heat signatures of people and vehicles. These imagers
are usually in fixed points of view and can scan areas of a scene. The cost of thermal
cameras often means that a few selected points have this capability and the majority of
cameras are visible light only.

Non-conventional facilities managing nuclear power, processing, or storage of nuclear
materials may find fixed camera systems inadequate. Attackers have evaluated camera
locations and often understand the limitations of such systems. In addition using these two
imaging options does not provide the Command and Control structure or the response force
with adequate situational awareness of the threats they face. The presence of chemicals
not observable using the visible or thermal IR cameras such as nerve agents or other
dangerous gases could be used as a mechanism to disable reaction forces and as a force
multiplier for the attackers.

These same visible, thermal infrared cameras with the addition of a hyperspectral sensor on
an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) such as a General Atomics Predator (RQ-1) can provide
significant standoff capabilities with an unpredictability of camera view by the attackers and
close the gap between visible and thermal imaging systems. Such a system could be flown
at a particular altitude to avoid detection by the attackers and conflict with response force
aircraft entering the area. This enhanced spectral information will allow better command
decisions as well as providing real-time fused imaging to tactical response teams. A
Predator class UAV will enable ~ assuming suitable resources ~ remote counter actions by
the response force.

In conclusion, the use of UAV's having a sensor package that includes hyperspectral sensors
in addition to visible and thermal imagers for both general security and response mode
operations can provide significant enhancement of situational awareness for the response
force as well as routine security operations.
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